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2 Historic Replicas
 Regime Equations
 Analog/Reference Reaches 
 Regional Hydraulic Geometry Relations
 Hydraulic Analysis
 Sediment Continuity
 Combination
River Analysis Techniques 
Early Contributors to Fluvial Morphology
• W. Davis
• G. Gilbert
• G. Lacey
• T. Blench
• J. Mackin
• L. Leopold
• G. Wolman
• W. Emmett
• T. Maddock
• L. Brush
• E. Andrews
• K. Richards
• G. Williams
• S. Schumm
• C. Neill
• M. Church
• E. Lane
• D. Simons
4 1970’s – Comparable 
Sections (MacBroom)
 1985 - Carbon Copy 
Technique (Gore)
 1980’s – Sample 
Reaches (Newbury) 
 1990’s – Reference 
Reaches (Rosgen) with 
classification, 
dimensionless ratio, 
W/D ratio
Analog Terminology 
5Analog/Reference Reach References 
1981  MacBroom
1985  Gore
1988  Brookes
1993 Newbury
1994  Harrelson
1996  Rosgen
1998  Riley
2006  Hey
6Newbury Design Manual, 1993
7 Replicate existing channel
 Assume Equilibrium conditions
 Static hydrology and watershed conditions
 Emphasis on bankfull flow and dimensions
 Require detailed field observations
 Scale field data to design reach
 Supplemented with regional HGR data
Analog Method Features 
8Analog/Reference Reach Selection Factors
Stream Type
Climate and Hydrology
Valley Confinement
Surficial Geology
Channel Size
Good Condition
Bank Cover
* Same River Preferred
9 Non Alluvial Channels
 Watershed Changes
 Climate Changes 
 Large Floods
 Alternate Technologies
 Regulatory Environment
Analog Method Limitations 
10
Massachusetts Mean Annual Precipitation
MILONE & MACBROOM
11
12
Changing Flood Risk
Collins, JAWWA, 2009
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1970’s 2010’s
100 Ft Tape Laser Distance Meters
Transit Total Stations
Inclinometer Geographic Position System
Lead Lines Ground Penetrating Radar
Field Books Sonar Depth Finders 
Telephone Booths Smart Phones
Aerial Topography LIDAR
Field Tools 
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1970’s 2010’s
Oak Drafting Tables AutoCAD
Leroy Lettering 
Guides
GIS
Interns Internet
Wood Triangle 
Scales
Civil 3-D
Library 
Photographs
Google Earth
Office Tools 
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1970’s 2010’s
Slide Rule Programmable Calculators
Adding Machines Personal Computers
Main Frame Computer
(Rental Time)
Internet Tools
System Networks
Uniform Flow Charts HEC-RAS
Computational Tools 
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1970’s 2010’s
Shields Diagram Steady & Dynamic Models
Colby Figures 1 & 2 Dimensional Geometry
Einstein’s Graphs Fixed & Mobile Boundary Models
Hjulstrom Diagram Extremal Hypothesis
Physical Flumes Physical Flumes
Very Limited Yield Data Limited Yield Data
Sediment Processes Form the Channel 
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1970 2010’s
National Dam Safety No Yes
Corps Section 404 Permits No Yes
FEMA Flood Insurance No Yes
NEPA / EA / EIS No Yes
National Bridge Safety No Yes
National Levee Safety No Yes
AOP Policy No Yes
Endangered Species Act No Yes
Clean Water Act No Yes
Water Pollution Control Act No Yes
Channelization Yes Seldom
Regulatory & Policies 
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However
Despite analytical tools
Analog & empirical concepts still relied 
upon for;
1. Meander geometry
2. Pool shape and details
3. Bend cross sections
4. Bank side slope
5. Rapid Geomorphic Assessment
19
Channel Character
20
Emergency River Recovery, Mohawk Valley, 2013-14 
13 Watersheds
150 Stream Miles Assessed
Used Reference Reaches  
and HGR for Field Repairs
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RIVER RESTORATION PLANNING 
PROCEDURE
Watershed
Hydrology,
Yield
Biological
Assessment
Set Goals &
Objectives
Collect
Ex. Data
Hydraulic
Analysis
Threshold
Stability
Design
Development
Non-Alluvial
Channels
Alluvial
Channels
Bankfull
Hydraulic
Geometry
Sediment
Transport
Continuity
Slope
Planform
Sinuosity
Profile Type
Boundaries
Habitat
Passage
Aesthetics
Access
Landscaping
Public 
Participation
Regulatory
Agencies
Resource
Agencies
Valley Slope
Confinement
Constraints
Water Quality
Sediment
Vegetation
Topography
Land Use
Classification
Equilibrium
Adjustments
Ex. Planform
Sinuosity
Stream Power
Reference Reach
Regional Data
Regime Eq.
Extremal Hypoth
Tractive Stress
Simple
Projects
Milone & MacBroom, Inc.
Channel Type 
Risk Level
Flow Regime
Re-Check 
Goals
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Conclusion
Reference Reaches
A useful tool
When carefully applied
For a decreasing range of situations
